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Background
This position paper arises from a workshop event at the Alan Turing Institute (ATI) in January 2019
entitled Automating the Crowd (https://www.turing.ac.uk/events/automating-crowd) in which I was
a co-organiser. The event focused on the relationship between automation and human work as a
longstanding area of concern and reflection, and further raised questions around public policy and
across disciplinary boundaries. In particular, the use of ‘crowdsourced’ efforts and the increasing
diversity of contributors in human-machine interactions presented certain challenges. The
workshop was followed by a public panel The Real People Behind Artificial Intelligence (AI)
(https://www.turing.ac.uk/events/real-people-behind-artificial-intelligence) opening up and
addressing questions about whose work underpins automation, whether this is work at all, and if so
what kind?
A particular issue of debate was the growing move in different sector areas, such as finance,
education, and biomedicine toward the need for ‘explainable’ AI systems whose decision-making
procedures are accessible to humans. AI systems are most often comprised of "black box”
algorithms, meaning that they are not open to scrutiny from users. So, whilst users see the output of
an algorithm (e.g. search results), they are not granted access to the input (e.g., the data that has
been collected about a user) nor the decision-making process that filtered the output.
The U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Explainable AI (XAI) Program is
acknowledged as an influential initiative in this move to develop AI systems that can engage (end)
users in a process in which the mechanisms and "decisions" of the AI are explained (Gunning 2017).
The concept of explainability itself, however, sits at the intersection of several areas of research and
concern, namely; transparency, causality, bias, fairness and safety, and these have further
implications on approaches to the debate (Hagras 2018).
Digital Literacy
Among the emergent themes in the ATI workshop context was the topic of digital literacy and fair
representation in the use and development of explainable AI enabled platforms. Currently,
algorithms can reinforce existing biases, for example, through a so-called "filter bubble” (Carrington
2018). The context of digital literacy, and associated algorithmic literacy, is both a broad and a
deeply layered topic with reaches at personal and government levels, as well as national policy.
Focusing on digital literacy, for example, The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) assesses a range of skills, such as literacy and numeracy, in its Survey of Adult
Skills (PIAAC) (http://www.oecd.org/skills/piaac/). These skills are of integral importance to OECD
countries for work and education advancement (Van Deursen et al 2014; OECD 2016). With the
progress in reproducing human skills, the development of AI capabilities will have particularly farreaching implications for this advancement, and consequently, the structure of the economy and
workforce skills will need to be radically transformed in the near future.
In this regard, a recent OECD study uses PIAAC to assess what skills might be needed in an AI
supported workforce (Elliott 2017). The study is only exploratory, but the findings suggest that
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current AI techniques are close to allowing computers to perform at Level 3 on PIAAC in literacy and
numeracy—this is at or above the proficiency of 89% of adults in OECD countries. The reported
OECD average of 11% of adults are above the level that AI is close to reproducing. However, in the
highest performing countries, adults with tertiary education reached 37% in literacy and 36% in
numeracy, for Japan and Sweden, respectively, and these results exceed the average (OECD 2016;
Elliott 2017).
The future of work in AI is the current focus of a T20 Taskforce that responds to shared economic
and market issues across G20 countries (Lyons et al 2019). In the T20 Report, strides towards
developing a framework of measures for the multidimensionality of digital literacy in the ‘Age of AI’
are outlined. Chetty et al. (2018) highlight the importance of creating a fluid definition for digital
literacy that is responsive to the changing needs of employers in the AI context. In this sense,
multidimensionality goes beyond the core domains of digital skills, such as information usage and
communication literacy, content creation, digital citizenship, and industry-related competencies, for
example (e.g., UNESCO 2018; World Economic Forum 2018).
There is a recognition, however, that the technical aspects of digital literacy are most often
emphasized in existing frameworks. Miller, Howe and Sonenberg (2017) argue that explainable AI
solutions need to meet the needs of the users, an area that has been well studied in philosophy,
psychology, and cognitive science. A critical need, therefore, for the G20 is to expand efforts to
create a more dynamic and evolving definition for digital literacy to include softer human skills and
higher-order cognitive digital skills related to current and emerging AI technologies (Lyons et al,
2019).
National policy and Explainable AI
Individual governments such as the US, Canada, UK, New Zealand, the European Union, and
Australia, among others, are responding to the implications of AI across policy, labour sectors, and
for society as a whole. In March 2017, the Government of Canada announced the launch of the
Pan-Canadian AI Strategy which is reported as the first fully-funded strategy of its kind, followed by
announcements of a variety of forms of AI strategies by 18 countries, such as France, Mexico, the
UAE, and China. A study by the Canadian charitable research organization CIFAR provides
perspectives and summaries on several national AI strategies (Dutton 2018). Funding for research or
pilot programs to create explainable and transparent AI are among the identified policy areas.
Canada, New Zealand, China, France, Singapore and the European Union have programs underway
addressing explainable AI, largely as part of ethical standards and pilot developments. New Zealand
and Finland have also directly aligned AI policy with literacy considerations, although other countries
more generally address skills and the future of work. The UK has a strong foundation in this
alignment. In the House of Lords Select Committee on Artificial Intelligence Report of Session 2017–
19, it is stated that there is a need to improve digital understanding and data literacy across society,
“as these are the foundations upon which knowledge about AI is built. This effort must be
undertaken collaboratively by public sector organisations, civil society organisations (such as the
Royal Society) and the private sector.” (UK House of Lords Committee on Artificial Intelligence 2018).
In the connections across literacy, work and explainable AI, national policy strategies have
highlighted domain specific challenges. New Zealand’s AI strategy recommends that medical
treatment paths, for instance, will need to be more transparent than one that manages online
shopping recommendations (AI Forum New Zealand 2018). Hence, some AI decision-making
techniques are more amenable to explanation than others in this regard. Singapore launched AI
Singapore (www.aisingapore.org/) - a five-year, S$150 million national program to enhance
Singapore’s capabilities in AI. “Explainable AI as a Service for Community Healthcare” is one of the
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funded strands in which advanced AI prototype devices are built for deployment and testing in a
community setting – to allow AI results to be used in precision medicine, preventive advice and
automatic lifestyle coaching such as food logging, for example.
In research towards building explainable-AI systems for application in health and medicine requires
maintaining a high level of learning performance for a range of machine learning and humancomputer interaction techniques (Flaxman and Vos 2018; Langlotz et al 2018). There is further an
inherent tension between machine learning performance (predictive accuracy) and explainability
(Holzinger et al 2017) which will need to be resolved – particularly as a trust concern. For example,
by explaining the reasoning behind a patient's likelihood of readmission to hospital, physicians could
have a stronger basis for accepting or rejecting predictions and recommendations.
Future research on a domain basis, such as what might be related to the healthcare sector, could be
critical in expanding the contextual and human-centred relationships needed to more fully
understand the literacy capabilities required to support new workforce skills – as well as applied
uses and development of Explainable AI. Interpretable machine learning, for instance, is one
advancement being used to support explanations of machine learning models to humans with
domain knowledge. There are further new frameworks evolving to provide meaningful explanations
for predictions, such as TED (Teaching Explanations for Decisions) which augments training data to
include explanations elicited from domain users (Hind et al 2019). Relevant policy areas can also be
better informed through such case study approaches and the multidimensional (human-centred)
considerations that are arising in the process.
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